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Navigating the Roster Screen
The rostering feature in YourPayroll allows you to plan your future staffing. Once a roster is published staff can
see their rosters in the WorkZone smartphone app.

Getting started

Click on the ‘Rostering’ button from the navigation bar on the left.

Overview - Roster Screen

Filter Icon - Shows and hides the filter options on the left.

Today Shortcut - Jumps the date navigation to the current date.

Date Navigators - This allows you to navigate the calendar.

Staff Profiles - When you click on a staff name a popup will show
you:

● Shifts allocated for that timeframe
● Availability including any upcoming leave and any

unavailability set
● Basic details and setup of their profile

Overview - Roster Screen Filters

NOTE: If you can’t see the filter bar down the left of the screen click

on the filter button to toggle it

Some filter options can be hidden and shown by using the toggle

arrow to the right of the option

Calendar - Used to quickly navigate around the calendar.

Filter - Select premade filter templates, you can create new filter
templates by clicking on the ‘Manage filters’ button.

Group By - Changes how the shifts are grouped on the screen.

Then (Sort) - Sets the sorting order for the shifts.
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Overview - Roster Screen Filters (continued)

Hide employees with no shifts - In the roster window any
employees that have not been allocated any shifts will be hidden.

Location - Only show employees allocated to a specific location.

Include Sublocations - In a hierarchical location structure, include
any sublocations to the selected location.

Shift Status - Only show those shifts for a specific status.

Employee - Only show selected employees.

Show costs - Show the summary cost for each shift, day and
calendar period.

Show leave - Display any leave including personal and annual
leave.

Show availabilities - Display any unavailability submitted by
employees.

Legend - Displays the list of icons used on the roster and their
meanings.

Roles - In the roster you can create shift roles (by clicking the Edit
button) that can be allocated to shifts when you create them. By
clicking on the role names you can hide and show shifts that have
certain roles allocated to them.

NOTE: If you allocate a role to a shift the employee(s) allocated to
that shift will be able to see that role also.
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Creating a Roster
Adding a Shift to the Roster

Click in the intersecting space between the date and the employee.
The shift details panel will pop out to complete.

NOTE: You can create an unassigned shift without an employee.

Set the Shift Options

From - The start time of the shift.

To - The end time of the shift.

Add Break - If necessary add any breaks for the shift.

Location - You can specify what location the shift will be at.

Employee - By default, a shift will be created for a single employee
but you can actually add multiple employees to the same shift to
save you time.

Work Type - An ordinary shift has no Work Type, however, there
are options available to accommodate a number of other scenarios.
For example, if a full time or part-time employee gets paid for a
public holiday you could use the ‘Public Holiday Not Worked’
option. The work types available will depend on the employee and
the business set up.

Classification - If an employee is doing the work of a higher-level
employee you can set the shift to be paid at a higher classification.

Role - If you have set up roles in the rostering you can allocate
which role this shift will be operating under.

Note - You can add notes to the shifts, these are visible to staff.

Publish - If you are ready to publish this shift you can tick this
checkbox otherwise leave it clear if you are still editing the roster.

Save - When you’ve finished setting up the shift, click this button.

Publishing Shifts

To publish a single shift, click on a shift, tick the Publish checkbox
and save the changes.

To publish all of the shifts for the visible period click the ‘Publish X
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shifts’ button.

Creating Split Shifts
If an employee works multiple shifts in a single day, or a split shift, it’s important that it is represented correctly
in both the roster and the timesheets so the staff member is paid correctly.

Adding a second shift to the same day & employee

Click in the space below the existing shift allocated to an employee
on a given day to create a new shift.

Complete the shift details as normal.

Editing Shifts
Unpublish shifts

You can think of unpublished shifts as drafts that staff cannot see.

When you edit a published shift it is automatically unpublished
unless you tick the Publish check box.

To unpublish all published shifts in a roster click the ‘Unpublish X
shifts’ button.

Edit a shift

In the roster simply click on the shift you want to edit.

The shift details panel will open again so you can make your
changes.

NOTE: You can edit both published and unpublished shifts.

Delete shifts

In the roster click on the shift you wish to delete and click the
‘Delete this shift’ button and confirm that you want the shift deleted.

NOTE: You cannot delete a published shift, unpublish it first.

You can delete all unpublished shifts by clicking the ‘Delete X
shifts’ button.
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Moving a shift

In the roster screen, you can drag a shift to a different day, or even
to a different employee.

Copying Shifts
Copying a single shift

If you hold down your CTRL key while dragging a shift it will create
a copy of that shift within that roster period.

Copying shifts from previous weeks

Start in the rostered week you want to copy.

From the Roster actions, drop-down menu click ‘Copy shifts’

Review and set the Copy Shifts options and click ‘Copy Shifts’

NOTE: When shifts are copied they are left unpublished, so you will
still need to review and publish those shifts.

Other Roster Actions
Overview of Roster actions

Employees - Shows a list of employee which you can click on for
more details. This is the same as clicking on the employee on the
left of the roster.

Print - Export the roster in a PDF format.

Copy shifts - Copy multiple shifts from one calendar period to
another.

Budget - This allows you to compare the roster costs against
budgets set.

Roster templates - Set up and use roster templates.

Export - Export the roster in an Excel format.
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